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Editor's note: Today is the 13th
anniversary of the Marshall plane
crash. This special edition of The
Parthenon is dedicated to those
who died Nov. 14, 1970.

'Everybody's dead'
By Edgar Simpson
Special Correspondent

Nobody could know the thoughts
running through Marshall's new associate athletic director's head as he
raced toward Huntington on rain
slicked roads one evening in midNovember.
It seemed like a nightmare; he had
just settled back at his home in Willia mson , intending to rest before he
resumed packing for his return trip to
Huntington the next m orning. But a
news bulletin, flashed across the bottom of the television, told of a plane
crashing near the Tri-State Airport - a
plane in which Marshall University's
football team was riding - a plane he
had booked. It was the only trip he had
not taken with the team.
The next hour and 45 minutes was
spent pushing through the rain on a
suicide trip to the airport. When Ed Starling , associate athletic director,
arrived at the scene of the crash, he
tried to jump the barriers surrounding
the debris. A policeman stopped him.
"Everybody's dead," he said
November 14, 1970, 75 peopl~ players, friends, administrators and sports
personalities perished, within sight of
home.
That was 13 years ago.
Today Starling is still associate
athletic director, although he did serve
as interim athletic director in the several months following the crash. His
face may be 13 years older and he probably smokes more than he did then, but
the memory of that night will not dim

easily.
"It almost made me leave here," he
said, leaning back in his chair while
lighting a cigarette. " I lost a lot of
friends and people I had grown very
fond of, but I owed the guy who h ad put
me here to do the best I could."
Had he known what was going to
happen that weekend, Starling said he
would have noticed a lot of things out
of t he ordinary on the day before the
Southern Airlines plane took off.
"I remember one football player's
m other had just bought him a n ew suit
and be had come into the office to show
it to me," he said "Just then one of his
teammates came in and said 'hey, you
better wear that today you may never
get another chance.' The other replied,
'No, this won't be another Wichita
State.' "
On Friday, Nov. 13, Starling said the
equipment manager refused to board
the plane destined for East Carolina
saying the day was bad luck. The
equipment manager heard of the crash
while he was driving his truck back to
Huntington.
There was only one game remaining
on the schedule. It was cancelled.
After the crash, the Athletic Department always made sure planes were
scheduled to land before dark, but
teams seldom traveled by plane.
·
Starling remembers that night. And
he thinks others should too.
"In the fast pace oflife, people tend to
forget about things important," he
said. "In my opinion, not a year should
go by without respect shown for those
who died in the crash."
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The locker room In Gulllckson Hall wa1 a 1llent reminder.

Time has softened hurt but not memories
By LH Smith
Staff Writer

Jack Hardin thought Nov. 14, 1970,
was a typical Saturday.
Hardin, a staff writer for The HeraldDispatch, had covered his assignments for that day, and none had
seemed of earthshattering importance.
It was the day of Marshall's football
game at East Carolina
After hearing the end of the game,

Hardin , an avid Marshall fan ,
expected the relatively uneventful day
to be followed by a quiet evening at
home.
"I enjoyed a nice dinner and had just
settled in pajamas and robe on the
divan i'n the basement game room
when my two 11ons ran down the
stairs," Hardin e xplained. "The
younger one exclaimed, 'Dad, the fire
whistle's
ringing. Let's go see what it
. ,,,
18.

It was the alarm that told the community a plane - the plane which carried Marshall's football team - had
crashed.
The plane went down south of Kenova near the home of Mrs. John (Jean)
Bailey who reported the crash. Bailey
said she could see the flames from her
window.
At that point it wasn't definite that
the plane was the one carrying the football team.

"The general feeling was that it was
a commercial flight and people were
killed but not anyone that anybody
knew," Hardin said.
A Ceredo volunteer fireman on the
scene believed it was an Eastern Airline plane rather than a Southern Airways jet like the one the team had
chartered. However, William F. Mays,
Tri-State Airport employee, told HarSN MEMORIES, Page S

l
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Destruction and helplessness

Scars remain for crash site workers
By Paul Carson
Staff Writer

The scars that once marred a Wayne
County hillside have disappeared with
time, but the scars remain in the memori es of policemen and emergency
workers who witnessed the horror of
that drizzily November night 13 years
ago
Firefighters, city police, state police,
deputy sheriffs, and ambulance crews
from funeral homes and communities
a cr oss the tri-state answered t he call
for h elp even before it was received. It
was their job to organize some sense of
order in the midst of the tragedy and
confusion wrought by the tangled
mass of a DC-9 Southern Airways jet.
Some h a ndled crowd control, while
oth ers were s addled with th e task of
sifting t hrough the wreckage for victims and belongings. But n o matter
what duties th ey handled, workers a t
the scene will live with t hose memories
forever .
Lt. Col. Fred Donohoe, of the West
Virginia State Police, was a sergeant
an d district commander stationed in
Huntington in the fall of 1970. As district commander of th e state police it
was his responsibility to oversee the
emergency operation s that night . His
recollections seem more recent than 13
years. " I can still remember that it
h a ppen ed just before supper. My wife
h a d n ot gotten it on th e table yet when I
receiv ed the call," Donohoe said.
" Although we weren't sure, we were
aware of the possibility that we might
be dealing with the Marshall plane, so
my first reaction was to call former
Huntington Police Chief Gil Kleinknecht so he could mobilize any available peuonnel in his department for
crowd control."
,
At the same time at the scene of the
crash, officer Tom Moore, of the Kenova Police Department had already
answered the call and he had seen
enough. Now the chief of police for the
KPD, Moore recalled his arrival at the
crash site.
"When the call came over my car
radio, it only said a plane had crashed,
so I wasn't sure if we were talking
about an airliner or a single engine
craft," Moore said. "But as soon as I
got to the top of the hill on Rt. 75 I
realized what the situation was, and
my first reaction was that there could
be no survivors."
In 1970 Lane Chandler was a high
school senior at C-K serving on the
Kenova Volunteer Fire Department.

Courtesy of The Heral~Ol1petch

Emergency workers at the scene of the• 1970 alrplane
crash say the total destruction of the DC-9 .Jet was a
sight they can never forget. Crews worked around the

Today as fire chief of the .K-VFD
Chandler remembers the ordeal ofthat
night too well.
"Many times I've woken up in the
middle of the night with a cold sweat,"
Chandler said. "I'm sure I could tell
you things I saw that night that you
wouldn' t want to print. The carnage we
witnessed just can't be imagined."
Today Chip Henderson is a paramedic for the city of Kenova. Thirteen
years ago Henderson was a firefighter
for the KVFD, but as he recalls, there
was not much firefighting to be done
that night.
" Our job was searching through the
mud and wreckage. Except for a couple
of hot spots the fire was never really a
problem," Henderson said. "I'll never
forget how we had to detach ourselves
from what was happening. Every now
and then someone would crack a joke. I

clock In the muddy wreckage to find victims and to keep
onlookers out of the area.

realize that may sound sick, but you
have to understand, we just couldn' t
handle the ordeal without some sort of
release. Many of us were there around
the clock for the first 24 hours."
According to each witness, the crowd
was unbelievable. Donohoe said Rt. 75
was"ilealed off for a mile in each direction of the crash.
"There were probably 1,000 onlookers out there that night" Donohoe said.
"Sgt. Donohoe had us stand in pairs,
with about 10 yards separating each
pair of officers," Moore said. "The formation completely encircled the crash
site, but we were still fighting off sightseers. They were actually hiking in
through the woods to get a look at the
crash."
Henerson said, "One thing I always
try to remember about that night was
that it was not all death. In the middle

of all the horror and confusion a lady
went into labor. They lived about half
way up the hollow where the plane had
crashed, so we like to never got her out
because of the mud and the crowd and
the traffic. But we did, and whenever I
remember the crash I try not to forget
we did save one life that night."
Donohoe said there were two words
he will always associate with that
night: destruction and helplessness.
" The magnitude of the destruction
was what struck me," Donohoe said. " I
could never have imagined such an aircraft could be that totally detroyed and
inflict that type of traumatic injuries
on its passengers. I can't look at a fire
today and not think of that night. And
the helplessness. We were on the scene
of the crash of a DC-9 airliner and all
we could do was keep the crowd out."

Nov. -14., 1970: news hits hard on camp·us
By Molly Munchmeyer
Staff Writer

The atmosphere on campus was one
of shock, pain and disbelief following
the 1970 plane crash. But due to the
help of many people working together
at that time, the grief is easier to deal
with now.
Two em ergen cy support station s
were set up on campus immediately following the tragedy to h elp students,
families and frien ds deal with t h e
shocking news of th e crash. Medical
attention was available in Gullickson
Hall and an emergen cy counseling service was set up in the Campus Ch ristian Center.
·
In Gullickson Hall's medical center,
members of the medical staff, counselors a nd min isters from the Campus
Christian Cen ter worked wit h nearly
150 students. Mattresses and tables

'We weren 't able to take away the pain. We were there to
provide support and to be there for them. They had to go
through it. '
Stephen Naymlck •
were set up in the gym and the cent er
was open most of th e night and in to the
n ex t morning.
Stephen N a ymick, staff counselor,
began helping people deal with grief a t
the center immediately after t he crash.
As soon as staff members from studen t
affairs got word of the crash , th ey came
back to campus to h elp, h e said.
"At first we did mostly 'band-aid
work,' " h e s aid. " We needed to give th e
people a chance to ven tilate.

" We weren't able to take a wa y the
pain," he said. " We were there to provide support and to be there for them.
They had to go through it."
F ollowing t h e crash , a religious
emergency counseling service also was
set up at t he Campus Christian Center.
T h e Rev. Ch arles W. Aurand, Lutheran
campus minister, wor ked along with
other campus ministers to help people
deal with their grief.
Th e Ca mpus Ch ristian Center was

open 24 h ours a day for about a week
following the crash. One or two campus minist ers were available for students and parents who felt more at
home in a religious setting, Aurand
said.
A great deal of lon g-range counseling was conducted. However, Aurand
said most of this was done in the families' h ome church es.
In addition to the support centers,
th e wh ole university a nd community
played a p art in th e process, N aymick
sa id. "N o on e could st and on th e sidelin es and not help out," h e said.

N aymick, wh o lost many close
frien ds during t h e accident said the
pain is easier to deal with now. "Time
has a way of lessening memories and
pain," he said.
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Pilot says airport still needs upgrading
By Linda Cole Moffett
Staff writer

Pilot error? Instrument failure?
Adverse weather conditions?
Perhaps there can never be a definite
answer as to why the Southern Airways DC-9 jet carrying Marshall football players, fans and staff crashed
that terrible November night 13 years
ago. But an even more agonizing question remains: could it have been
prevented?
There is the real possibility that if
the Tri-State Airport had had a glideslope, the accident would not have happened, according to Judy Beaver,
assistant manager of the airport. She
noted, however, that even the largest
airports with the finest equipment still
have accidents.
Still, it is a matter of record that ten
days before the fatal Marshall crash,
the State Aeronautics Commission
told federal officials there was a need
for a glideslope at the Tri-State Airport.
A glideslope warns pilots if their
landing angle is too steep or if their
approach altitude is too low. In 1970
Tri-State Airport relied on equipment
which told pilots whether their paths
were to the right or left of the runway,
but did not provide vertical guidance.
Beaver said a glideslope was
installed in 1973. She said in all probability the installation was approved
faster by the Federal Aviation Administration because of public pressure
resulting from the plane crash.
Other improvements that were made
in 1973 incduded a 1,200 foot extension
of the primary runway; construction of
a 3,000 foot secondary runway; additional lighting; installation of a radar
system, and runway end identification
lights.
However, not everyone is satisfied
the airport has been made as safe as
possible. George B. Morrone, chief pilot
of Tri-State Executive Air, Inc., is one
such person.
Morrone, who has been flying since
1951 and is a retired Air Force flight
engineer, said there has been no
upgrading of equipment at the airport
since 1973.
"General aviation progresses at a
rapid rate," Morrone said. "The airport
has not."

Morrone said he has been trying for
years to get an aeronautical navigation aid known as a VOR/ DME for the
airport.

said almost all planes have this capa·
bility but it is useless unless the airport
has a transmitter, and Tristate does
not.

According to Morrone, the Charleston airport has had a VOR/ DME for at
least five years. An airport with any
real air traffic has one, he said.

"Pilots absolutely agree on the need
for it," Morrone said. "You can't talk to
any pilot here who says we don't need
it."

The pilot who was involved in the
MU plane crash could have used that
information, Morrone said,.

Morrone said the equipment is especially important considering this
region's visibility. The Tri-State area is
considered one of the lowest visibility
areas in the continental U.S. over a
12-month period, Morrone said.

He said the problem in getting the
equipment is the FAA says Tri-State
Basically there are two parts to the Airport does not meet the necessary
equipment. The VOR, or Very High criteria, since it already has a glides·
Frequency Omni Directional Range, lope and two marker beacons.
provides pilots with in-bound guidance
Morrone said he questions the F AA's
to the airport from all directions, Morrone said. Although there are some criteria since he flies into airports at
VOR's in the area, he said none are different American cities almost every
close enough to help pilots at Tri-State day which have both VOR/ DMEs and
glideslopes and marker beacons. Other
Airport.
airports have obviously qualified, he
Morrone said there is a VOR located said.
between Charleston and Huntington
"How can anyone dispute the instalthat is being taken down to make room lation of additional equipment that
for more modern equipment. He said he will contribete to the safety of air trafinquired if the airport could have the fic?" Morrone asked.
old VOR since it will be destroyed, but
Morrone said he was trying to musindications are the FAA will say no,
ter up enough money (for the airport) to
Morrone said.
buy the equipment, because it looks
He said the DME, or Distance Meas- like the FAA will not provide the necesuring Equipment, informs pilots of sary funding.
Morrone said the equipment alone,
how many miles they are from the runway, and then this information can be not including maintenance, may cost
read from their instrument panels. He about $43,000.

An aerlal view of Tri-State Airport before the 1973 runway extension. The site of the plane cruh 11 In the

There i·s no way of navigating
directly to the airport, Morrone said.
Pilots must rely on directions from air
traffic controllers or wait until their
planes intercept the electronic beam
which projects out over the runway, he
said.
A DME reduces the workload of the
pilot, Morrone said, because it eliminates the need to constantly question
the air traffic controllers about the
plane's distance from the runway.
Anything that can be done to reduce
pilots' workload will increase the margin of safety, he said.
"If anyone deserves this equipment,
we do," Morrone said. "You can't tell
how much until a disaster is already
over. It took a crash to get the other
equipment."

extreme right hand edge of the photograph.

Family remembers

'Voice of the Thun·de ri n,g Herd' not forgotten
By Suaan Monk
Staff Writer

The era of Vietnam, civil rights marches and campus riots seems eons away. But sometimes a rainy
and foggy night can bring back the memories of a
tragic Saturday evening 13 years ago, when Keith
Morehouse was watching television and saw a bulletin flash across th~ screen.
The bulletin announced that a plane had crashed
into a muddy hillside in Wayne County. The night
was Nov. 14, 1970 and further info-»1ation brought
the news that the plane was a cha!fered jet airliner
carrying the Marshall University football team,
coaches and a number of community leaders.
Among the 75 people aboard the DC-9 was Gene
Morehouse. He was called the Sports Information
Director, trip coordinator and " the voice of the
Thundering Herd," because he broadcast MU games
for more than two years. Keith Morehouse, who is
now a weekend producer at WOWK-TV and graduate
of Marshall's broadcast journalism sequence, called
him "Dad."
There were no surviors but there are memories.
Morehouse said he remembers watching the New-

lywed Game with his mother and twin sister when
the news bulletin went across the screen. Morehouse
who was nine years old at the time really didn't know
what flight his father was on or the scheduled time of
arrival and the announcement didn't tell much. He
said his mother called to see if the plane that went

'I don't want people to feel like they owe
me anything, I'd just like to know that
people are aware of it.'
Keith Morehouse

down was the plane chartered by MU. She found out
it was the plane but no one seemed to know exactly
who was aboard.
Morehouse said the next few days were a blur. He
said he saw friends and people he had never seen
before. but all were willing to help.

He said he believes the accident brought the town
and campus together because it seemed as though
everyone knew someone on the flight or was in some
way affiliated with them.
Morehouse said he doesn't want people to look back
and pity the families of those aboard the plane. "I
don't want people to feel like they owe me anything,
I'd just like to know that people are aware of it,"
Morehouse said.
He said a lot of current students aren't aware, that
many weren't around and few really know what happened that night and why.
Morehouse .said that a promising team, successminded coaches and prominent people were taken in
crash that will never completely be forgotten.
This morning a memorial service will be held in
remembrance of those who gave their lives that fateful evening. Keith Morehouse said he believes he will
attend.
"I want people to remember, I don't want everyone
to cry and feel pity," Morehouse said. "I want people
to know about the commitment, time and loyalty
folks like my father gave to Marshall.
"I just want someone to take a minute and think
'Hey, I wish those people were still around.' "

----

--~------
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'70 team at 'turning point'

What if it hadn't happened?
By Tom Alul1e
Sports Editor

Just six seasons before, in 1964, Marshall's football
team had been 6-4.
By the time 1970 rolled around the Herd had
struggled through four consecutive losing seasons.
Then the crash. MU ended 1970 at 3-6; its fifth
straight losing season.
Twelve years oflosing have followed that period of
grief and disbelief and 1983 is to be No. 13. .
Would anything be different if the Southern Airways flight had not fallen short ofTri-StateAirport's
runway? Would Marshall's football team be in the
midst of 19 losing seasons?
Ed Starling, Marshall's associate athletic director
then and now, said the crash naturally had an effect
on the program's progress in the immediate years
which followed. But he said that blaming the tragedy
for the football woes today is not valid.
"I know a lot of people want to use the plane crash
as an excuse for the problems of the football program," Starling said, "but really it's not a valid point
to consider right now. Maybe it was the first three
years after the crash but not now. There've been
other factors which have hindered us from winning."
Still, Starling said the team that was killed on Nov.
14, 1970, represented a turning point in the program.
It was an unusual group of young men, he said, with
an unusual group of supporters.

Marshall who a lot of schools were after.
" A number of big colleges in theEastwantedShoebridge, and Hood and Sanders were recruited by a
number of schools in the South. We beat some good
people in getting those people in here."
That fact made evident the changing process of
Marshall University football, Starling said. It was a
process that was brought to a disasterous conclusion
on a cold, rainy night when 75 died, including 36
football players.
The Herd had lost to East Carolina that day, 17-14.
Its victories during the season had come against
Morehead State, Xavier and Kent State.
"Yes, the team was at a turning
point; we were heading in the
right direction," Starling said.
"lfit weren'tforthecrashl would
say Marshall would be enjoying a
lot of the rewards that seem to be
long coming to our football program. But, again, you can't use
that solely as an excuse.
"Other factors, such as the Starling
mood of the community, players,
coaches and administration must be taken into
account. All of these components must be intertwined for success.
"Once you start winning it becomes contagious.
Games are won just because you have the feeling
you're not going to lose."

Starling said a commitment to a new stadium
There were quality kids in the program, Starling
said, such as quarterback Ted Shoebridge, who still located on campus is vital to the success of Mar•
holds a number of passing records at Marshall, def- shall's football program.
"On-campus facilities, which would be easier for
ensive back Larry Sanders and running back Joe
students and student athletes would be very benefiHood.
"These were players that the pro scouts were inter- cial," he said. "Without the crash, we could have very
ested in," he said. "They were people we had gotten at well had that stadium by now."
Courtesy of The Herald-Dispatch

A campus mourns
For several days followlng the crash, the flag
In front of Old Main flew at half-mast as the
Marshall community grieved at Its 1011.

MMI honors doctors
who died in crash
By Edgar Simpson
Special Correspondent

For several years following the 1970 plane crash in
which 75 football players and friends of Marshall
perished, Athletic Department officials placed
wreaths on gravesites in memory of those killed.
But today the Athletic Department offers a different memorial. Although originally conceived in 1967
to promote Marshall basketball, the Marshall.University Invitational Tournament was renamed in
1970 to honor the men who played an important role
in founding it - Dre. Ray Hagley and H.D. "Pete"
Proctor.
Both were Huntington physicians and long-time
supporters of Marshall athletics. Both died in the
crash.
Today the tournament is called the Marshall Memorial Invitational and it is played in the first half of
December. At at least a page in the basketball guide
is dedicated to Hagley and Proctor, and the HagleyProctor Most Valuable Player award is given at the
conclusion of the tournament.
The Athletic Department has received critism in
the past that during the MMI, people are not
reminded of the 1970 tragedy and the reason for
renaming the tournament.
"We always pay respect," Edward Starling, associate athletic director, said.
Starling said he hopes the tradition started with
the MMI and various other memorials and events
will keep reminding people of that sad day in Marshall history.
"I hope it never happens that this will be swept
under the rug," he said. " I hope the university never
forgets that day."

Nate Ruffin said farewell forever
By Susan Monk
Staff Writer

When Nate Ruffin bid his teammates farewell
before the East Carolina game he had no idea it
would be goodbye forever.
He also had no idea he would have to wait months
for the surgery to repair the injury that kept him off
the ill-fated DC-9.
His operation and more had to wait when Ruffin
found out 75 people including team players, coaches
and prominent citizens had been killed. In fact, he
put his life on hold.
He said his life is in order now and because he was
a part of the team and the events that unfolded on
Nov. 14, 1970, he will not let an anniversary of that
night pass without remembering.

"When he stopped I looked at him and said, 'Man,
they're all dead,'" Ruffin said. "He asked me who; I
said the team, all those people on the plane."
At the time Ruffin was talking to his friend, there
was no information about the crash other than that a
plane had gone down.
Ruffin and his friend drove to the airport, along Rt.
75 through heavy traffic. They were finally forced to
stop the car because automobiles lined the road and
people were out of their cars staring and asking questions. Ruffin and the former player ran across a hill
and down the road to the site of the crash. The plane
was still ablaze and intense heat didn't allow them to
get closer than about 500 yards.

'Those people were a part of me and,

"Those people were a part of me and, because of
because of what happened, I am a
what happened, I am a changed person," Ruffin said.
"They live on in my memory."
changed person. They live on in my
Ruffin was co-captain ofthe 1970 Thundering Herd
memory.'
football team, but an injury kept him in Huntington
while the rest of the team, excluding two other players, took off to North Carolina. Even the physicans
Nate Ruffin
who were scheduled to examine and operate on Ruffin were aboard the Southern Airways jetliner.
"It was a dreary Saturday night, and I was at a
"I still see it burning today," Ruffin said. ''That's
theater watching movies because there was nothing
the
kinda thing I don't like to remember."
else to do on such a rotten night," Ruffin said.
Ruffin spent the night in the Sports Information
During a movie the theater manager received a Office screening the calls that came in. He took calls
phone call. The party on the line told the manager from the families of those on the plane.
there had just been a plane crash at Tri-State Airport,
He said he talked to many parents who asked if
but no one was certain what flight it was or who was their sons were aboard and asked for details. He even
aboard. Ruffin said something told him it was the answered a call from his mother.
plane that the MU football team had chartered.
"I don't know why but I even went out and helped
"I was sorta in a state of shock," Ruffin said. "I lost identify bodies Monday," Ruffin said. "I probably
all composure and ran out of the movie house and out shouldn't have. That is what gives me nightmares."
into the middle of Fourth Avenue traffic. I knew it
After the memorial services, Ruffin dropped out of
was about time for them to arrive and that they had school and went to his home in Florida.
crashed."
"I really fell out of things," he said. "The night I
answered calls people tell me I was 'cool.' I think it
A friend and ex-football player was driving down was shock.
the street and stopped to see why Ruffin was in the
middle of the street.
See Ruffin, Page 8
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Hayes rem.embers shock, deep remorse of cam·pus
By Terri Bargeloh
Desk News Editor

It was during a faculty party
after the East Carolina football game, Nov.14, 1970, when
former university president
Robert B. Hayes first learned
of the airplane crash which
took the lives of 75 Marshall
football players, coach~ and Robert B. Hay..
fans.
Hayes, then dean of the college of education, said a
phone call interrupted the social gathering with
sketchy details of an accident at Tri-State airport.
Then, when a radio broadcastindicated that the Marshall team's plane was involved, Hayes and other
faculty members immediately reported to campus.
"The details remain so vivid," Hayes said. "As
soon as I stepped foot on campus, I could already

sense the deep remorse. Students were very upset--in
shock. Care was being taken to give them proper
medical attention."
A faculty and staff committee was set up to handle
the crisis for the university. Hayes was chosen by
university president Donald Deadmon as liaison
between the morgue and families. It was his responsibility to call parents, notifying them of their sons'
deaths, and to make funeral arrangements.
"The hardest part was finding a way to call someone and say, 'We've identified your son.' The identities came slowly. For two weeks, from early in the
morning until late into the night we were making
phone calls and meeting with family members.
"It was hard because I knew several of the victims
myself," Hayes said. " But I don't think I could have
dealt with the families at all ifl didn't share a sense
of their grief."
Hayes said he thinks the crisis was handled as well
as it could have been. One faculty member waa

assigned to keep in contact with each family which
experienced a loss in the plane crash. Homes in the
Huntington area were open for housing victims' families and the U pTowner Inn was used exclusively for
that purpose.
"The community opened its heart to these families," Hayes said. "You became a part of the them.
There was so much concern."
The crash was so emotionally disturbing for Hayes
that he said for a number of years afterward he
couldn't visit a cemetery.
The impact of the crash can't be understood by
anyone who didn't experience it, Hayes said. He said
disrespect for the Memorial Fountain on the student
center plaza infuriates him.
"It is important to remember those who had their
lives taken from them," Hayes said. "There are lots of
things I'd like to forget about the crash, but we must
continue to link the preeent with that tragic paat."

Lasting memorial

..

Fountain a part of 'everyday life' on campus
By Lorie Wyant
Staff Writer

"It represents the living, rather than
commemorating Death itself, in waters of
life rising, renewing, reaching, to express
upward growth, immortality, eternality...'
These are the words of sculptor Harry
Bertoia, creator of the fountain on the
Memorial Student Center Plaza. He spoke
them during the unveiling and dedication
of the fountain on Nov. 14, 1972 - the
second anniversary of the tragedy that
took the lives of75 Marshall football players, coaches and fans.
Thirteen years have passed since the
crash, and a new generation of students
has come to campus. But the fountain
stands as a lasting memorial.
Bertoia, who died in 1978, wanted the
fountain to stimulate remembrance of the
tragedy, but in a positive way, Beverly
Twitchell, assistant professor of~. said.
"Bertoia emphasized continuity of life
in the sculpture," Twitchell, who was a
friend of the late sculptor, said. "The
whole idea of perpetuation is symbolized
by the water. That's why he wanted to
create a fountain, and not just a
sculpture."
Several ideas were discussed during the
selection process for a fitting memorial to

Memories

From Page 1

din that the plane was a Southern Airways DC-9. Hardin said firefighters
had probably seen the section of the
plane which had the letters "ERN" and
assumed that it was Eastern since that
is the company most familiar in this
area.
Hardin said after learning of the airline name an area resident told him he
had found a billfold containing the
identification card of quarterback Ted
Shoebridge of Lyndhurst, N .J.
"I became numb," Hardin said.
As in many disaster situations practicality set in. Hardin phoned The
Herald- Dispatch office with what few
details were available.
"I didn't count the number of times I
did phone the office during the ensuing
six hours," Hardin said, "but it was at
least once every 10 minutes."
Ernie Salvat.ore was the executive
sports editor on duty at The HeraldDispatch when the information started
coming in.

the victims of the crash. Some wanted a
realistic form of artwork; others desired
the abstract approach. Twitchell, who did
not come to Marshall until the time of the
fountain's installation, said she felt the
choice of an abstract piece was a wise
decision.
"I think it's a philosophic and feasible
way to deal with a loss," she said. "You
can interpret it the way it suits you, not
literally."
One interpretation indicates the sculpture symbolizes the souls of those persons
·killed in the crash rising to heaven. But
Twitchell said this is absolutely not true.
"The metal rods in the sculpture support the bronze and help lead the eyes
upward," she said, "The rods had to end
somehow. They have no symbolism."
Twitchell said she has mixed feelings
about the use of the fountain as a bulletin
board, where signs and notices sometimes
appear.
"A part of me is trained to appreciate
art and to respect it," she said. "But I like
the fact that the fountain has become a
part of everyday life. (It's) a place to sit
and enjoy the day, a place for dogs and
children to wade. That's the way Bertoia
wanted it. He wanted the fountain to be
something for people to enjoy."

Stall photo by s,... Ba.lie

"...waters of Ute rising, renewing, reaching, to expreu upward
growth, lmmortallty, etemallty..."

"The atmosphere (at the office) was physician whith whom he had spoken
professional. It (the crash) was dis- before the Marshall-Kent State game a
maying and shocking," he said.
week earlier, Head Coach Rick Tolley
The newspaper office received calls with whom he had driven to a local
from newspapers across the country club after a meeting they both
and in West Berlin, Paris and England attended, Ken Jones, sports director of
inquiring about what had happened, WHTN-TV who he remembered seeing
at another Marshall game.
why and what damage was done.
"Then there was my very good
At about midnight when Gov. Arch friend, Charles Kautz, the athletic
A. Moore, Jr. showed up near where the director," he said. "I always reminded
plane crashed, Hardin said he intro- Charlie every time we met ofhis missed
duced himself and led the governor and conversion that allowed C-K to upset
his police escort through on&foot-deep Huntington High, 7-6, in the early
mud to the charred wreckage. Watch- 1940s.
ing firemen extracting bodies and loading them on to National Guard trucks
"I will never forget these people, but
to be taken to a temporary morgue at the difficult part then was knowing I
the National Guard Armory near the would never see them again," he
airport, Moore said, "This is a tragedy added.
of the highest degree, one that con"Arriving home at 2:30 a.m. I was
sumes us all... a tragedy beyond com- covered with mud and drenched with
prehension. We can only pray they rain. My wife handed me a cup ofcoffee
never knew what happened."
and three long distance numbers to
Between reports to Salvatore and call," he said.
other editors and writers at the newsThose calls were to former area resipaper office, Hardin reflected on the dents who had heard about the disaster
many friends he had on the doomed on television news reports and wanted
DC-9: Dr. Ray Hagley, a ,Huntington more details. All three had friends on

the flight. "It was a short night and I
was glad," Hardin said.
"I was asked to give the morning
prayer at church services. I agreed
without hesitation and did the best I
could," he said.
Hardin and Salvatore agreed that it
wasn't until later that most felt the full
effect.
Salvatore said, "There was a great
sadness over the city." Parents of players lived in Gullickson Hall the following days, sleeping on cots from local
hospitals, waiting for word on their
sons.
"Few people in the community weren't affected in some way." Salvatore
recalls the intersections of town being
blocked by numerous funer al
processions.
"Time has softened the memories of
it. That's the merciful thing about
time," Salvatore said. "Many ofus can
relive it and talk about it. There are still
some experiences I can't talk about
today.
"The hurt has softened a little." he
added, "but the memories are still
there."
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Local sports writer retells newsroom drama
By Ellen Risch
Staff Writer

'We just went to work· and started coverAlthough it happened 13 years ago, the Marshall ing the story. We had a newspaper to get
University plane crash is still vivid in the minds of out.'
many Huntington citizens. One of the citizens who
remem hers is Ernie Salvatore, sports columnist for
the Herald-Dispatch.
Salvatore, who was executive sports editor at the
time of the crash, said he had just returned from his
dinner break on Nov. 14, 1970 and was getting ready
for the" early evening football crush" when he looked
at the news ticker and saw a report of a plane down
near Tri-State Airport. He said he shrugged the item
off and worked on hie column for the next day.
A few minutes later, Salvatore said, Don Hatfield,
now editor and publisher of the Herald-Dispatch and
Fred Bums, retired sports editor, said a larger plane
was reported to be down near the airport.

Ernie Salvatore
John Young meant anything to us," he said.
Young was a sophomore tight end for Marshall
University. "Now we knew it was the Marshall
team," Salvatore said.
Although his first reactions to the news were dismay and shock, Salvatore said "We just went to work
and started covering the story. We had a newspaper
to get out."
A sports section still had to be put out. Salvatore
said he divided the duties in his department and sent
someone over to help the news side. He said he made
himself available to the news side for player identification and other information, then threw out his
column. "I had tq write a column on what this plane
crash meant," he said.

Then Burns said the plane carrying the Marshall
football team was due in soon, "or words to that
effect," Salvatore said.
Now that the staff knew a major plane had
crashed, "things were beginning to crack in the
newsroom," Salvatore said.
Phone calls were carefully monitored by the
He said Jack Hardin, now senior reporter for the
Herald-Dispatch, was the first newsman at the scene, switchboard, Salvatore said. Personal inquiries were
stonewalled, but the staff would talk to other publicaSalvatore said.
When Hardin got to the airport, Salvatore said, it tions who wanted information. Calls came from
was still not certain which plane had gone down. Paris Match and Der Speigel, he said.
Some personal calls did slip through. Sportswriter
"Someone said all they could see on the fuselage was
Lowell Cade spoke to the father ofTed Shoebridge of
an RN."
Then Hardin learned that a wallet had been found Lynhurst, N:J. He said he told Shoebridge he had no
at the crash site, Salvatore said. "Jack called the confirmation of anything, and heard Shoebridge's
office on the radiophone to ask sports if the name wife scream in the back ground. He said he had to

hang up. "I just couldn't listen to that."
Salvatore said the staff of the Herald-Dispatch
worked all night covering the story. A list was made
of people who were definitely not on the plane.
Salvatore said the impact of the tragedy began to
sink in about3 am., when he took a break from work
and went to a friend's house. A telephone conversation with hie mother in Connecticut was also upsetting. "We were talking about people we knew and
loved like they were inanimate objects," he said.
The day after the crash, Salvatore said he went to
Gullickson Hall, which he said was set up like an
emergency shelter during a disaster with cots and
other necessities for the families of the victims. He
said he saw the surviving team players and coaches
file into a room with Dr. Donald Dedmon, acting
president of the university.
While talking with Dedmon, Salvatore said, .a
freshman recruit raised his hand and asked Dedmon
to ask the NCAA if the rule then in affect barring
freshman from competition could be waiv~ for Marshall for one day so that he and other survivingplayers could represent their fallen teammates at
Ohio University.
Salvatore said that was one of his most vivid
memories of the crash. Another memory was of riding in a funeral procession and being held up at an
intersection by another procession.
Salvatore said "There was a great sadness over
this city " after the tragedy, but by the next season,
things had softened a bit. He said the crash served to
reinforce Marshall's already strong "town and
gown" support, but really did nothing to help the
program.

Acting president recalls aftermath of fatal day
By Randy Vealey
Staff Writer

"I certainly wouldn't claim I led Marshall through that period. Everyone
did everything they could and it still
wasn't enough. No one could relate to
the proportions and implications of
such a disaster," Dr. Donald N. Dedmon, Marshall acting president in
1970, said.
Dedmon said he needed to portray a
symbol to the campus and to the
nation. "A university needs to act with
dignity at all times."
Dedmon, who is presently president
of Radford College in Roanoke, said he
led a dual role. And they were contradictory roles, one being Marshall's official eponkesman and another private
role. That private role consisted of
sheer logistical matters such as contacting the families, answering telegram e, arranging funerals, and
meeting family members of people who
died aboard the downed Southern Airways DC-9.
"My wife was extrordinarily helpful
during this period. Many of the families realized I could not meet with them
for long and were kind enough not to
make lengthy claims on my time to
deal with the disaster. This is where
my wife stepped in by calling and meeting with the families at their hotel
rooms," Dedmon said.
Dedmon said it troubled him to
resume classes Wednesday of that
week following memorial services, but
he realized that the students had to
begin to rebound from their grief.
" We couldn't go on with that cloud of
grief hanging over us - we had to
become busy and try to remember to
forget," he said.
The news of the crash came while
Dedmon and his wife were sitting at
home watching television on Saturday
night. He said he flew out of Hunting-

ton often and was aware the team was
due in that night from its game with
East Carolina University. A flash bulletin on television was his first word of
a downed plane and a gut instinct told
him it was MU'e charter. In an instant,
West Virginia Governor Arch Moore,
called and asked if he would like to
have his party of state officile pick him
up at home. Dedmon declined the Governor's offer because he said he could
reach the airport quicker without waiting for the Governor's party to arrive.
"My first reaction when I arrived at
the crash site was one of shock and
utter disbelief. I had to look at the
charred wreckage and mak-e myself
believe there were no survivors before I
could face anyone's family," he said.
"I remember feeling a dimension of
shock which most people will never
have any exposure to in their lives. I
wasn't sure I was up to facing it at any
time that night," Dedmon said.
The saddest and proudest moment
Dedmon remembers from this period
was during the memorial service at the
Memorial Field House, where 7,000
people attended, which was scheduled
immediately following the weekend.
"A soloist, from the music department sang the Lord's Prayer in a voice
that was absolutely hallowed," he said.
Dedmon said he was anguished over
what to say before that audience.
"What can you say when your heart's
broken. However, I remember the most
memorable thing I said was, 'Some
were black, some were white, but they
were all green.' "
Within three or four days following
the tragedy, Dedmon said he attended
28 different funerals-speaking at most
of them-and met with families follwing the services. At one point Dedmon
was transported to five different funerals in one day by polce escort.
Dedmon said he believes that how
MU reacted after the crash was how

the team would have wanted it to -with dignity.
"It's not an event I will ever recover
from - never. But your campus ought
to be stronger for it happening there

and it ought not to be sitting around
thinking of the tragedy. Don't bemoan
your loss but press forth on your future.
They (the players) would have wanted
it that way," Dedmon said.

Cheerleaders missed fatal
trip when coach said 'no'
Sara Crickenberger
Wire Editor

One day during cheerleading
practice the week before the East
Carolina game in 1970, the coach of
the Marshall football team came to
talk to the cheerleaders. What he
had to say that day indirectly saved
the lives of all nine members of the
squad.
"That was the one ballgame we
(the cheerleaders) wanted to go on
because it was the only air trip,"
Michele (Burgess) Higgins, former
Marshall cheerleader, said.
"He (the coach) said they had
given so many seats to supporters
that only six of us could go. But, we
had already made a pact that if all of
us couldn't go, then none ofus would
go."

So none of the cheerleaders made
the trip on the Southern Airways
DC-9 that went down, killing 75
Marshall football players, coaches
and fans.
Higgins said she first learned
from another cheerleader that something had happened to the plane.
She said they turned on the televieio n and saw a report of the
accident.
"T~e TV announced that the
cheerleaders were on the plane," she
said. "My parents had gone out of
town and I had to call them and my

grandparents to let them know we
were not on the plane."
The crash caused Higgins to do
some thinking about her life, she
said.
Perhaps the cheerleaders were
thankful they were not on the plane,
but no one had time to think about
that at first, according to Debbie
(Chambers) Shonk, another
member of the squad.
"Everyone was still so stunned at
what had happened, I guess they
were all thankful."
Shonk had also lost her parents in
the crash.
"I remember my dad asked me ifl
wanted to go with him on the
plane," Shonk said.
Higgins said she and the other
cheerleaders attended the funerals
and memorial services for the crash
victims and often talked of the incident when they got together for
practices.
"This is something I will never
forget," Higgins said.
But, Higgins said she does not
attend the memorial services on
campus now, although she thinks
they are still a good idea.
Shonk said "I have attended all of
the memorials since the crash. I
think they are good. All of us who
want to get together and remember
can.
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-Memorials stand as silent tribute to victims
known sculptor Harry Bertoia, the fountain was
unveiled and dedicated on the second anniversary of
Staff Writer
the crash.
Beverly Twitchell, associate professor of art and a
On November 14, 1970, a Southern Airways DC-9
crashed near Tri-State Airport, killjng 75 Marshall friend of the late Bertoia, said the fountain is a posiUniversity football players, coaches and fans. Thir- tive memorial to the crash.
"Bertoia emphasized life with the fountain, not
teen years later memorials to those who died may be
death," she said, "for our memory of the deceased is
found on and off campus.
Memorial Student Center is one of the more promi- in life, not in death."
According to Warren S. Myers, director of auxiliary
nent tributes.
W. Don Morris had served as director of the old services, memorial plaques are located in the lobbies
Shawkey Student Union since 1945 and continued in of each of the Twin Towers.
"These plaques were placed in the year following
this role when the new facility was opened in August
1971. Morris, who was responsible for naming the the crash by the government of the residence halls at
new building Memorial Student Center, said he could that time," Myers said.
The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house, across the
think of no better memorial to those who died in the
street from the student center, is the site of another
crash.
"They were graduates, students and athletes from memorial sculpture. Of all MU Greeks, the Pikes sufMarshall," he said, "The football players used to live fered the greatest loss, losing five members in the air
at Shawkey. I talked with all of them every day. I tragedy.
think naming the Student Center as a memorial was
The sculpture is a memorial to the fraternity brothers who died in the crash, according to Shep Brown,
a fitting tribute."
Located on the plaza behind the student center is St. Albans junior and Pike president. The sculpture,
the Memorial Fountain. Created by internat ionally- in the form of a football player, was created by a Pi
By Lorie Wyant

Kappa Alpha alumnus.
Brown said that although memorial services for
the crash victims have not been held in the past two
years, all of the fraternity's pledges are required to
know the names of the five members killed in the
crash and the signifigance of the sculpture.
The old Chesapeake and Ohio Hospital, located on
Sixth Avenue across from Twin Towers, houses the
John Marshall Medical Services. It also is a memorial, according to Judith O. Casto, assistant director of
University Relations. The building was maned Doctors' Memorial Building in honor of Drs. H.D. Proctor, Joseph Chambers and Ray Hagley who lost their
lives in the crash, Casto said.
In Spring Hill Cemetery on N orway Avenue a monument, bearing the names of the six football players
whose bodies could not be identified, stands over the
common grave site of the six.
Fairfield Stadium has two plaques which pay tril>ute to those who died in the crash. Also a memorial
garden planted the year after twrash by the Flower
and Field Garden Club of Hmrlington still grows
beneath the scoreboard.

..,,.

In memory of ...

Families of crash victim,,
members of the Marshall community and Huntington realden ta gather at Vete_ran'1
Memorial Fleldhouae for 1ervlce1 to honor the victims of the
Nov. 14, 1970, airplane cruh
which kllled 75 Marshall footb a II players, staff and
supporters
Courteoy of The HeraJ6-0lapetch

Faculty members look back on bitter November day
By Pam Wllklnaon
Staff Writer

It was the bitterest day of the year. The weather
was cold and the football team had lost its game, but
neither of these facts would dimly compare to the
nightmare that began during the late_ afternoon.
Dr. Francis K. Aldred, professor of history,
remembers both the cold weather and the tragic
event that occurred that day, November 14, 1970,
when a Southern Airways plane crashed at the TriState airport, killing the Marshall football team,
coaches and supporters.
Feelings of sorrow and confusion and a great sense
of loss seemed to surround the entire Huntington
community during the weeks after that cold night.
Aldred and his wife were going to a dinner party
when they heard the announcement that a plane was
down.
"I remember thinking at the time that it was time
for the team plane to be returning to Huntington," he
said.
When he arrived at his destination, home of the
associate dean of arts and sciences, the details of the
crash and the fact there were no survivors were being
announced on the news. Shortly afterward Aldred
and the associate dean were summoned to th e school
to help in a ta sk force led by Robert B. Hayes. The
group was responsible for meeting players' families
and taking care of them through the rest of the
ordeal.
A military team was called in to do body identifications using a point system to determine identity.

"The identifications were done according to what
could be determined from each body, such as dental
work or possibly a watch, something that was recognizable," Aldred said.
It took several weeks of study to identify the bodies
and even then six football players could not be positively identified. A joint service was conducted for
the six players.
"It was really errie because none of the caskets
were marked. The families all arrived at the same
time and they didn't even hesitate as each walked
over and stood in front ofone casket during the entire
service," he said.
Dr. Elinore Taylor, associate professor of English,
said, "My neighborhood was covered with black
wreaths and for an entire week it seemed that all
people in the Huntington community did nothing but
attend funerals."
The-Campus Christian Center was always open
during the ordeal and counseling was provided to
anyone that wanted it, Taylor said. People who had
never been there before went there to talk about their
feelings and try to get over their emotional shock.
During the weeks that followed, and especially during t he first week, the song Kumba Ya was often
heard in the center.
"Death in any situation is sad and has an impact
beyond the obvious," Taylor said. "A tragedy such as
this has a tendency to make people re-evaluate what
is important in life.
"Most of th e people who lost loved ones or maybe

just lived through the tragedy had a view of 'I lived,
they died. I'm going to make my life count for something besides fun and games because I have the
chance that they were denied.' "
Dr. Philip E . Modlin, assistant professor of biological sciences, said he thinks many people do not realize the impact the crash had on Marshall and the
community.
"You can't make the peQple who weren't involved
in it remember it, and those who were, won't forget
it," Modlin said. "If they weren't here they wouldn't
realize that the entire team, doctors and businessmen
from Huntington were all lost."
Dr. George Arnold, associate professor of journalism, said the journalism school had a different experience because of the newspaper and the exposure
student reporters had to other students on campus.
Also two journalism school students - sports editor
Jeff Nathan and reporter Gary George - were killed
in the crash.
"Classes were let out for a week because the
teachers and students were too emotionally upset."
he said. "It was too hard to see the empty seats and to
live in residen ce halls with vacant rooms. People
would walk in and start to cry."
"The people who were here realize the impact of the
crash but it would be hard for someone to grasp the
shock that existed if they were not around at the
time," he said. "The campus media and student
government should give some sort of recognition
each year on the anniversary of t he crash.''
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Leave r-Demorial services m·odest, go on -- Clagg.
years ago, he got some news that
ruined the celebration.
"I was at home watching TV after
the usual birthday courtesies had been
extended when an interruption came
on the screen saying a plane was
down," he said ''That caused some
anxiety because I knew the football
boys were to come in at aey time."

More th an 2,500 people attended t he
mass burial at Spring Hill Cemetery
for those six, Clagg said. Marshall dismissed classes at 11 am. that day for
the memorial.
"There has never been a Nov. 14 that
I haven't gone out to the gravesite for
this university and myself and shown
them the proper respect," he said

Clagg, who is now acting president,
was called and put on alert that Saturday night in case he was needed. He did
not go to the site of the plane crash
because too many people were already
there.

'There has never been a Nov.
14 that I haven 'f gone out to
the gravesite for this university and for myself and shown
He said the Huntington community
and the university were in a "state of the proper respect.'
shock" after learning of the Nov. 14,
1970 tragedy which killed 75 members
of the Marshall community including
football players, coaching staff and
fans.

Dr. Sam Clagg
By Sandra Joy Adkin•
Special Correspondent

0

n the day Dr. Sam E . Clagg
was celebrating hie 50th birthday 13

''The first thing the administration
and the university council did was to
decide how to handle the deceased," he
said "We wanted to do this properly
and with dignity."
Each family was assigned a faculty
sponsor, who tried to help these people
through that period of strife, he said.
Clagg was responsible for the burial
of the six football players who could
not be identified and was involved with
their families.

"In the early years, we had a memorial service each year and brought the
families, spouses and children back to
Huntington," he said "However, we
made the decision that there was no
need to put those folks through that
agony every year. It is just too much of
a heart-rending situation."
He said the memorial services have
been " toned down" but never
discontinued.
" Some people think we haven' t
shown those departed proper courtesies but we have," Clagg said ''This
year is a bit unusual in that Student
Government is holding a memorial service on campus."
Clagg said the memorial service is a

Dr. Sam E. Clagg good idea because many Marshall students and faculty who were not assoActing President ciated
with Marshall in 1970 do not
realize the impact the crash had on the
community.
Although Clagg had previously been
involved with the football team in various capacities, he said he never really
broke down emotionally after the
crash.
"Some did, but during periods of
emotion if I am busy, grief is not so
noticeable," he said
Clagg emphasized that he is pleased
with what is being done each year in
memory of the tragedy. Enough attention is given to it, he said.

"That is not a criticism but they have
no idea ofthe involvement, grief, trials,
tribulations and feelings that were
generated at that time."
However, Clagg said he believes in
letting the dead pass and moving on.
" It is best that we leave it to a modest
recognition and go on," Clagg said.
"Not forgetting the tragedy but recognizing it and going forward rather that
clinging to the past."

Ceremony to honor
those who died in ·Grash
By Mary E. Thomas
and Mark Ayersman
Staff Writers

In scheduling a sunrise memorial
service to remember the 75 people who
died in the 1970 plane crash, Michael L.
Queen , student body president, said
the goal "is not to dwell on the past, but
simply remember it."
He said he did not think most students today could r ealize the ·impact
the crash h ad on the families involved,
He said he did not think most s tudents today could realize the impact
the crash had on the families involved,
the school, the community or the state,
but he thinks a memorial service is in
order.
"The purpose of this ceremony is not
for friends and family to relive the horror, but merely to honor those people
who lost their lives in the plane crash,"
Queen said.
"I do not think that a ceremony like
this should be done every year," he
said. "This is a special one, due to the
fact that it has been eevJ!ral years since
the last ceremony."

Queen said he had asked student
groups to do one of two t h ings to
remember the crash victims - buy flowers for the memorial service or collect
money to place in t he Emergency Loan
Fund, an account oper ated by t he
Financial Aid Office which allows student.a to receive short-term loans.
Marshall University's I nterfraternity Council is one campus organization which plans to do just t hat with at
$100 check today, IFC President Eric
Shelburne, Vero Beach, Fla., junior,
said last week.
" We talked about what we, as a
Greek community, could do for Marshall to memorialize the plane crash
victims and we decided to give some
money to the Financial Aid Office's
Emergency Loan Fund o n their
behalf," Shelburne said.
He said that because there were
Greeks on the football team that year,
t he IFC decided t o contribute the
money.
Queen said, "By presenting the
money to the fund, we will be able to
help both Greek and non-Greek students at Marshall."
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" It all got me later. I didn't want to
come back to school or anything," he
said, "but my grandma told me I
couldn't be a quitter."
Ruffin returned the following semester, but said he really wasn't "into
school."

community together as everyone
mourned the loss."
"I look back over the 13 years and I
see how far I have come," Ruffin said.
"I feel blessed I was allowed to live, so
I'm dedicating my life to giving to
others.

" N o one was . Everyone sorta
trudged around campus," Ruffin said.
"Everyone knew someone on the plane
or at least wanted to stop and wish
condolences.
.
" The tragedy rocked the school,"
Ruffin said. "It brou~ht university and

"The people who died left great
memories with me. I like to remember
the happy times when we were all
together . I remember their lives. I'll
keep their memory alive.
"I can never forget them. No one
should."
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A metal football player stands In front of the Pl Kappa Alpha house on
Fifth Avenue a1 a 1llent memorial to five victims of the plane crHh.
Jlmo Adams, Mike Blake, Pat Norrell, Bob Patterson and Ted Shoebrtdge, members of the 1970 football squad, also were Pikes.

